


Yolanda Halferty!

This Christmas Tree wall quilt was a free pattern from 
Bernina, which my daughter loved. I used batiks and fabrics 
from my stash.!







Yolanda Halferty!

The Call Me Crazy quilt was from our Modern Quilt Studio 
workshop presented by Weeks Ringle. The beautiful quilting 
was done by Sarah Yoder Parker. For thus project, I stayed 
with my gold and grey fabrics.!









Kay Knoll!

Periwinkle—I have an old quilt, pieced and quilted by my 
grandmother Minnie Keeney in the 1920’s or early 1930. 
The fabric from clothing from my mom and her three sisters. 
My grandmother pieced and quilted so many lovely quilts 
( pieces of art). This one hangs in my living room and  
always makes me smile.!









Verlaine Schlueter Ockenfels!

This is a quilt I made for my 2nd grand nephew Parker 
Schlueter. The pattern is Glacial Ice by Gudren Erla,  
38.5" x 45.5”.!









Helen Rittenmeyer!

Farm Girl Vintage 2 by Lori Honts, it was quilted as a 40th 
birthday present for 2nd daughter Sarah. Quilting by Quilt 
Stitching by Shelly, stitching pattern is called new moon 
loop, its simple but beautiful, I made the pillows to match 
her quilt.!









Helen Rittenmeyer!

A VillaRosa Design called Latin Lady. I always wanted a 
Hawkeye quilt to put up during the football season and it 
turned out so cute, love the quilting by Shelly. It was a pretty 
simple quilt to put together.!







Helen Rittenmeyer!

A PurplePineapple Studio quilt called ECH ECHO. I needed 
a break from the vintage quilt and Cotton Mill was doing on 
line selling when COVID started and I saw this quilt, fell in 
love and ordered it on line. I had lots of fun making this quilt 
and it was supposed to be a ho hum quilt until Shelly got it 
and look at the amazing quilting, she had not used this 
pattern before and it was really perfect for this Echo quilt. I 
think it will hang in my living room for a while. My mentor 
Priscilla Wright would have liked this quilt.!









Meredith Sewell!

In September I was struggling with my next project. I 
couldn’t find the desired fabric colors at the local fabric 
stores and locating them on line resulted in deliveries a 
month out. I wanted to get something pieced quickly as I’m 
a bit of a crabby companion when I don’t have my 
handwork. I call this The Settle Quilt as I settled for fabrics 
used on previous projects. I settled on a very large half 
square triangle to get the top pieced, layered, and in my 
hoop quickly. 84" x 84"!







Barb Thomas!

Flannel rag quilt was made for my husband. It was made 
from a layer cake of fishing themed fabrics and backed with 
flannel. It's the first time I've made a rag quilt and it was a 
fun change of pace - pretty easy except for snipping all of 
the seam allowances.!







Barb Thomas!

The table mats were 19" x 19"  and made from the pattern 
Wishing Well by This & That. Used 5" charm pack to make  
2 mats. Quilted by me.!





Barb Thomas!

The table runner is from the pattern Double Pinwheel and 
was paper pieced. I also quilted this.!




